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Love Manga? The newest features of Manga Studio help you bring your ideas to life! The tools

available in the latest version of this powerful program make it easy to turn your computer into your

drawing board, and Manga Studio For Dummies makes it easy to get started. Discover how to use

Manga Studio to begin creating comics in manga or Western styles, add color to your creations, and

share them with your adoring public. Itâ€™s a breeze once you know your way around the program.

Manga may have begun in Japan, but Manga Studio For Dummies is written in plain English, and

shows you how to:  Build and use page templates Rough in your comic with penciling techniques

Work 100% digital, or use a combination of digital and traditional tools if you prefer Work with layers,

rulers, and panels Add speech bubbles and sound effects text Ink your work and add tones Prepare

your creations for print or distribution on the Web  Written by a working digital artist, Manga Studio

For Dummies covers both Manga Studio Debut and EX versions. As an added bonus, it even gives

you a peek into the world of manga and comics in general. With the help of Manga Studio For

Dummies, you just might find yourself among the comic artists whose work populates the Web and

gathers thousands of fans! Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included

as part of eBook file.
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Background:I have just recently acquired Manga Studio Debut, since I'm running Leopard on my

Mac, I can't use Manga Studio EX. In attempting to learn the software more quickly, I picked up a



copy of Manga Studio for Dummies. I've had really good luck with Dummies books in the past, so

this book got my first try.First Impressions:My first impression of the book was that it felt rushed. It

tries to cover a good number of topics about the software package, but doesn't really go into depth

about any particular feature. In several cases, there is one paragraph that goes over several

features, without a good demonstration of the features being covered. Given the fact that this book

was a dummies book, I had expected a more grounds up approach. I didn't find that. The approach

of the book is really more along the lines of: if you've worked with another graphics editing package,

like Photoshop, Illustrator, etc. then use what you already know and here are some of the

characteristics of this software that differs.It's not a bad book, it just did not fulfill the task that I had

thought it would.Issues With The Book:The legends. Or more specifically, the differentiation

between EX features and Debut features. The book is in black and white. The legend indicates that

EX features are in grey. I went through the book and only with some effort, was I able to see where

the feature sets and coverage for one package and another one began and end. For someone

using Manga Studio EX, this isn't a problem. For someone who is using Debut... it downright

sucks.Suggestions:If you are looking for a Manga Studio book for the copy of Manga Studio you just

got, this is, at this time, the only English offering out there.

If you are new to the Manga comic craze or an experienced Manga artist, this book by Doug Hills

will show you how easy it is to go digital with Manga Studio. Hills started creating comics by

traditional methods and converted to digital over the span of several years. After experimenting with

different graphics programs, he finally decided that Manga Studio met his needs the most. He now

shares his knowledge of the software as well as some hard-earned experiences gained along the

way. He not only has written Manga Studio for Dummies as a training guide for Manga Studio Debut

and EX but he also teaches more general information such as comic terminology and storytelling

techniques.For the beginners, Hills starts with the basics of Manga Studio such as the workspace,

toolbars and palettes and points out how they differ from their counterparts in other graphics

programs. Next, he covers scanning methods for getting your hand-drawn roughs into Manga

Studio and how a pen and tablet can be your best friend. The third chapter is a quick-start guide that

covers just enough information for you to create your first page in Manga Studio. You learn the

basics of the Pencil tool for digitally drawing your roughs and then move on to the Pen, Marker and

Fill tools for inking your art. Finally, you learn the Airbrush and Pattern Brush tools and techniques

for adding screentones.Once you are familiar with the basic techniques, Hills dedicates the next

chapters to covering each major feature of the software in more detail. If you have used any



graphics software, you will probably be familiar with most of the tools and their names. But Hills

discusses how each digital tool takes on different characteristics specific to Manga Studio.
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